
Friday, 28th November 2014 

Circular No.:-SGS/Admn./212/201

Class: X                                                                    

 

Subject: Parent Teacher Meet  

 

Dear Parent  

 

“Dermatoglyophics”: Analysis of unique Multiple Intelligence of each individual through 

fingerprints is the latest technology being used to “Map the Mind” and find out the strengths of 

the individual. This in turn would help in selection of suitable academic stream in class 

predicting the profession/ future prospect that each individual will be most successful at.

 

Taking up this pioneering initiative, scans of all Class X students’ fingerprints were t

detailed reports have already been generated. The students have been given a short 

presentation to make them understand their own reports. 

 

To complete this circle of understanding your child better, we invite all parents of Class X to an 

interactive workshop on Saturday, 29 Nov 2014 from 

requested to be seated by 08:45 am sharp. The workshop will be followed by PTM with the 

class teachers. 

 

Looking forward to a great interaction with everyone.

Warm Regards, 

 

Mrs. Novita Chopra 

 (Head of School) 
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